
AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE TRIM SYSTEM

SMART TABS SX  
NOW AVAILABLE  
IN WHITE
How do they work? 
As an extension of the boats running surface SMART TABS change the  
performance and handling characteristics by automatically adjusting to  
water pressure, boat speed and payload. At slow Speeds they deploy  
downward to increase stern lift keeping the boat level, allowing the  
boat to plane easier and faster. At cruising speeds they are pushed to a  
horizontal position (retracted), but remain under a load creating ride  
control like shock absorbers. No more porpoising!

Simple Installation!
SMART TABS use a nitrogen gas actuator to automatically regulate the  
trim plate position while underway. The plate size and actuator resistance 
(pressure) are determined by the boat size and horsepower at the time of 
installation. Even after installation the SMART TABS system can be tuned  
to the specific boat or consumer’s preference. 

All of this is done without the need for electric or hydraulic connection,  
larger feed holes, or manual switches. A few common tools are all  
that is required for installation in less than one hour.

Maintenance Free!
The SX series incorporates all of the performance benefits of  
our Stainless Steel SMART TABS in addition to the rust and corrosion  
free features of molded composite materials. Assembly can be  
completed in seconds and the installation in minutes. Tracking  
Ribs have also been added to improve handling at higher speeds. 

Free DVD! 
Each kit includes a free installation and demonstration video which  
provides step by step instruction, component parts list and required tools. 
This 10 minute video is designed to answer all of the most common  
performance and installation questions to insure consumer satisfaction.

*Percentages based on cruising speeds 2500-3500 rpm.  
Results may vary, depending on boat and motor.
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SXW9510 Series

SXW9510-30
SXW9510-40
SXW9510-60
SXW9510-80
Plate size 9.5"x 10"

White plates are UV stable / resistant  
and will not “yellow.”

15% Quicker Acceleration
50% Less Bow Lift
11% More Fuel Economy
10% More Speed*



AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE TRIM SYSTEM

Nauticus Inc. warrants (to the original purchaser) that  
SMART TABS will improve the overall performance of any  
planing hull power boat to the consumers satisfaction.  
Contact Nauticus Inc. at 800-233-0194 for complete details.

AUTOMATED SELECTOR GUIDE
SMART TABS are uniquely designed to be “Boat Specific”. This involves choosing the most  
appropriate model by considering boat length, weight, design, and power information. Next,  
each SMART TABS set offers 5 fine tuning adjustments so that the maximum overall performance 
improvement is assured without compromise. SMART TABS are an active system that automatically 
adjust to all conditions such as boat speed, balance, and load.

For this reason Nauticus constantly strives to insure that each consumer  
receives the correct product for their application. To facilitate this  
goal we have developed an automated selector guide called the  
“Smart Choice App” for use by everyone from the prospective buyer  
to the largest retailers and distributors.

Our Smart Choice Application program can be attached to any web site  
or viewed on a mobile device anywhere at anytime. 

What’s Your Problem?

Just Fix it, All of it!
Poor Acceleration  Excessive Bow Rise

Porpoising    Poor Fuel Economy

Poor Ride and Handling

Smart Tabs are a No Compromise, Automatic, Trim Tab System.

The first and most effective automatic trim tab system provides better all around 
performance. Even if your boat runs “okay”, SMART TABS will improve the  
performance of your boat more than you ever thought possible.

All you do is drive, SMART TABS fix the rest!
Contact Nauticus or your local distributor for more information.
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